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QUESTION 1

Consider the following statements:

A. The make of a vehicle is an interval variable.

B. Money spend at a shopping mall is an ordinal variable.

C. Rating availability of parking as excellent, good, fair and poor, implies an ordinal variable.

D. Listing occupation is a nominal variable.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

1. A and B

2. C and D

3. B and C

4. Only B

5. Only D

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following variables is qualitative?

1. Number of homes owned by a person

2. Number of cars owned by families

3. Colour of eyes of a group of children

4. Rent paid by tenants in a building

5. Monthly phone bills of a person

QUESTION 3

The data below represent the age of 15 children were first enrolled for Grade R

4.8 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.6 5.6 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.9 6.1 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.5

(a) Calculate the three measures of location/central tendency i.e. mean, median and mode.

(b) Calculate the measures of variability dispersion i.e. range and interquartile range.

(c) Is the age distribution symmetry positively skewed or negatively skewed? Motivate your

answer.

(d) Calculate the coefficient of variation and interpret your answer.
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QUESTION 4

A sample of 8 observations from different grocery stores shows that the standard deviation of the

price of brown bread is R2.10

(a) Determine the sum of the squared deviations from mean brown bread price i.e.
∑
(xi − x)2 .

(b) It is further known that the average brown bread prices is R12.30. Determine the sum of all

observations i.e.
∑

xi .

(c) Upon consulting the differ grocery stores, the following was found:

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

R8.50 R10.70 ? R12.60 R12.60 R13.20 R14.40 R15.00

Calculate x3.

(d) Calculate median, Q1 and Q3.

QUESTION 5

Consider the events A and B with the following probabilities; P (A) = 0.6 and P (B) = 0.3.

(a) Assuming event A and B independent. Calculate the following:

P
(
AC
)
, P

(
BC
)
, P (A and B) , P (A or B) , P (A|B) and P (B|A)

(b) Assuming A and B are mutually exclusive, calculate

P (A and B) , P (A or B) .

QUESTION 6

Primary (P) High (H)

Recipient (R) 84 36

Non–recipient (N R) 56 24

A group of 200 learners in a rural village were asked whether or not their household are recipients

of social grant.

(a) Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen learner will be from a social grant receiving

household P (R) .

(b) Given that a learner is in primary school, what is the probability that their household receives

a social grant P (R|P) .
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(c) What is the probability that a learner is in primary school and that he or she receives social

grant P (R and P) .

(d) Which events are mutually exclusive and which events are independent. Motivate your an-

swer.

QUESTION 7

Consider the following discrete probability distribution:

X 0 1 2 3 4

P (X) 0.09 0.21 0.44 ?? 0.07

(a) Calculate the P (X = 3) , P (0 < X ≤ 3) , P (1 ≤ X ≤ 3) , P (X < 4) and P (X ≥ 2) .

(b) Calculate the mean, (E (X)] and the variance, σ 2.

QUESTION 8

Researcher at a local university estimate that 1 in 50 people carry genes associated with albinism.

Assume that we randomly select 10 people and that we are interested in the number of people

carrying genes associated with albinism.

(a) Describes the condition under which the situation would be a binomial experiment.

(b) Calculate the probability that no one in the experiment carry genes associated with albinism.

(c) Calculate the probability that at most one person carry genes associated with albinism.

(d) What is the probability that all 10 people in the experiment carry genes associated with al-

binism?

(e) Calculate the mean and the variance.

QUESTION 9

A retail manager is interested in the foot traffic at her boutique store. Assume

X
(
number of people entering the boutique per minute

)
is Poisson distributed with the mean of 0.7.

(a) Calculate the probability that exactly 5 people will enter the store in a given minute.

(b) What is the probability that no one will walk into the store in a given minute.

(c) Calculate P (1 ≤ X < 5) .

(d) What is the variance per minutes?
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QUESTION 10

Consider Z , a standard normal distribution with the mean of 0 and the variance of 1. Calculate:

(a) P (Z > 0) , P (Z < −1.1) , P (Z > 1.1)

(b) P (−1 < Z < 2) , P (−0.51 < Z < 0)

(c) If the area to right of Zi is 0.4129, then what is the value of Zi .

QUESTION 11

A brand manager is interested in the tweet activity of a famous brand. Assume that the impression

of a tweet is normally distributed with the mean of 100 and the variance of 25.

(a) Calculate the probability that a randomly selected tweet will have at most 108 impressions.

(b) Calculate the probability that a randomly selected tweet will at least have 86 impressions.

(c) At least how many impressions will a random tweet have, if the associated probabililty is 0.6.
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TABLE E.2

TABLE OF CUMULATIVE STANDARDIZED NORMAL

PROBABILITIES
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TABLE E.6

TABLE OF BINOMIAL PROBABILITIES
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